Cambridge University, so they weren’t stupid, in
fact they were some of the brightest minds of our
nation. So what can it be that made these men believe all of that nonsense? Perhaps it’s not nonsense
at all? Look, let me ask you a question. What have
you tried? Have you been to the local C of E church
and found it full of mumbo jumbo? Have you tried
meditating or Yoga? Are you tempted to go down
to the mosque to see if that is the way? Or do you
just find it great to go out with your mates for a few
pints of ‘wife beater’ and fall down laughing?

of the people in it, so to revive it is to start
with you. Do you know Jesus loves you? Do
you even know who He really is (and I do
mean is, and not was)? We still have a superb Navy, and we are on the cusp of technical break-through, - just look at things such
as nuclear power, computers, television and
medical implants. We have all of these
things, so why turn our backs on that third
thing? Why do we continue to let our nation
die rather than live? The Bible says; “Why do

Most of it will leave you with a hang over, and

the heathen rage and the people imagine a

that’s what the nation is suffering from. Look, I am

vain thing?” Isn’t that what we do every day,

not asking you to read this and then believe what I

imagine vain things?

say. I am asking you to think about where you are,
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and who you are, and where you came from. Speaking as someone who loves the Bible, I am biased.
Of course I would tell you that it is the greatest,
most trustworthy book ever written, because that’s
what I know. No, what I am asking you to do is to
read it yourself and make your own heart’s choice.
Ask yourself the question and let the Bible answer
it. Find out if it is still relevant. I find it so, and I
read a really old translation from 1611!!! The answer for the nation is clear. A nation is the sum total

Please read the Bible, find out what I am talking about. It is trustworthy.
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offer an answer? The politicians lie, the Police
can only do what the law allows them, the
Church of England seem to debate endlessly
and often don’t seem to believe the basic prin-

match, with men such as James
Watt, Brunel, and Stephenson.
3. Our nation was the cradle of re-

What is a nation? What and who is our na-

ciples of Christianity. There are Hindus, Bud-

vival, of a move toward God that

tion? Why has it changed and why does it

dhists, Muslims, Wickers and many other sects

was enormous. Men like the Wes-

need to change? Our nation is called The

and beliefs running

ley brothers, George Muller, The

United Kingdom of Great Britain and North-

from Druids to the

Cambridge Seven, Hudson Tay-

ern Ireland and we have been one of the

Freemasons. No won-

lor, General Booth, Smith Wig-

most powerful nations on the earth, ruling

der we fight, steal and

glesworth and Duncan Campbell

over a quarter of it at different points in his-

lie. Our nation is con-

read and trusted every word of the

tory. Indeed the sun never set on the British

fused, wounded and

Bible.

Empire. So why has it gone? Why is our na-

sick.

Hang on a minute; the Bible is a collection

tion declining so very fast? The nation has

What’s the cause? – Simply that there is no

of books that was written over two thou-

never been in such a poor state: some people

trust. Why? Because we do not find anyone

sand years ago. It’s just something that is

work, some don’t, some can’t, some won’t.

worthy of giving our trust to.

used at weddings and funerals, and it can’t

We have people who live by the law, some
who won’t. We have pressures of work and
society, perverseness, violence, lying, stealing and deception. But why? What is a nation? One definition of a nation is simply
“a group of people”. OK so we are a group
of people, so what? We have all of the social

How did we ever get to a state where we ruled
a quarter of the globe? – We had three things
going for us when we managed that;
1.We had a superb Navy that out-classed
the skills of other nations.
2. We developed industry and made tech-

problems and seemingly none of the an-

nical advances that were over and

swers. How many people seem to try and

above any that any other nation could

be true because Dan Brown says it’s a
load of lies in the Da vinci Code. That’s
the truth isn’t it? Then why did these great
men believe it, and not just part of it but
every word? Were they stupid? – No! The
Wesley brothers were graduates of Oxford
and John Wesley was an Oxford don, the
Cambridge Seven were all graduates of

